Case Study

PCoIP Zero Clients Lower Costs,
Pave the Way for Video Training at
Multi‑Branch Credit Union
“…the Teradici Hardware Accelerator solution lets us deliver video to the
desktops, which has been requested by many employees. We can now
save bandwidth and also give users a better video viewing experience.”
RYAN ENCINAS
TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIST
INTEGRIS CREDIT UNION

AT A GLANCE
Situation

Financial services business, serving five communities in central
British Columbia, Canada
llNearly 200 employees in 8 branches and 8 offices
ll

Challenges

Inflexible virtual desktop infrastructure deployment
llLack of USB security controls
llUnsatisfactory video experience on remote desktops
llManagement complexity and inefficiency
ll

Based in the central interior of
British Columbia, Integris Credit
Union operates with assets
exceeding $500M. The credit
union offers both personal and
commercial banking solutions,
plus a full range of insurance and
financial planning services to meet
the needs of their members and
clients across five communities.

Solution

Virtual desktop infrastructure (VMware Horizon View )
llChoice of Teradici PCoIP Zero Clients or Software Clients
®

ll

®

™

®

Results

High performance: Unassisted and accelerated video experiences are
“night and day”
llSecurity: USB device controls prevent data from leaving the organization
llFuture-proof: Switching from remote desktop protocol (RDP) to Teradici
PCoIP provides a strong roadmap for future features (smart card readers
and dual-factor authentication)
llSimplicity: Easier-to-deploy desktops and accelerators, and central
console help streamline IT tasks
ll
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“When I need to restart an endpoint, manage traffic,
or update everyone in the organization – it takes just
a few clicks to get it done. The management console
is a great way to deploy the zero clients we use.”
RYAN ENCINAS
TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIST
INTEGRIS CREDIT UNION

Like many small and medium-sized businesses, Integris Credit Union has
to work smart. A forward-looking in-house technology team continually seeks
technology solutions that can simultaneously boost productivity and lower
operating costs. Progress, however, typically comes with new IT challenges. For
example, the previously deployed thin clients and follow-on evaluations of terminal
servers pointed out:
llIT

management complexity. Without a standard desktop configuration, it was
time-consuming to support and update endpoints. They also lacked the ability to
adequately control and secure USB devices.

llBusiness

inflexibility. The dynamic and distributed business units needed quick
response for restarting clients, shaping traffic, and distributing updates – all
from the central datacenter. Users also wanted more mobility, and the ability to
work from home.

llProtocol

limitations. RDP no longer matched the company’s business
requirements. Implementing security and improving bandwidth efficiency was
hindered by the outdated protocol.

A major banking system upgrade with more stringent USB requirements
fueled the move to PCoIP technology. Introducing VMware Horizon View and
Teradici PCoIP Zero Clients made it easy to manage USB devices and also brought
additional benefits to the business.
“The Teradici Management Console simplified deployment and management of
our new zero client endpoints,” explained Ryan Encinas, the technology specialist
who managed the RDP-to-PCoIP conversion at Integris. “Now we have defined
one profile for each branch, and can much more easily manage the remote sites.
When I need to restart an endpoint, manage traffic, or update everyone in the
organization – it takes just a few clicks to get it done. The management console is
a great way to deploy the zero clients we use.”
The Teradici-enabled zero clients have also increased the endpoint life spans
for the credit union, and improved reliability since they eliminate single points
of failure (e.g., fans, hard drives) on the desktops. PCoIP also helps Integris
boost security with support for smart card readers, and will simplify the future
introduction of dual-factor authentication.
Recently, PCoIP technology helped IT address a new business requirement: video.
When training and operations managers wanted to deliver instructional content
and communications using video, the desktop session servers and network could
not deliver satisfactory end-user experiences.
“When I asked members of my local VMware user group about video performance
within a VMware View environment, they told me about the Teradici PCoIP
Hardware Accelerator,” said Encinas. “They reported large increases in on-screen
performance when the card was installed in the server. Our employees wanted
excellent multimedia experiences on zero clients with high-resolution displays,
and the easiest way to deliver that is with the Teradici card.”
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Products used
PCoIP Zero Clients
PCoIP Hardware Accelerator
PCoIP Management Console
PCoIP Software Clients for Windows
and Macs
Virtualization platform
VMware Horizon View

A quick and easy trial of the PCoIP Hardware Accelerator on one of their servers
validated the recommendation. Encinas said, “Users will notice the different
viewing quality in terms of the improved refresh rates. We plan to put the Teradici
card in all of our servers.” Additionally, fine-tuning of the protocol allowed Integris
to save 15 percent of their network bandwidth.
PCoIP acceleration gives Integris a scalable, flexible infrastructure. As more
videos are produced and made available to the employees, IT will be ready. The
PCoIP Hardware Accelerator cards avoid the need for more expensive server
upgrades.
“Moving to PCoIP endpoints has reduced our deployment costs, and the Teradici
Management Console lowers OPEX for the life of the solutions,” said Encinas.
“And now the Teradici Hardware Accelerator solution lets us deliver video to
the desktops, which has been requested by many employees. We can now save
bandwidth and also give users a better video viewing experience.”
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